
 
Used Tractor Value Guide Free 

 

Want to know your tractor resale price? 

 

In India, tractor treated as a family member or companion. That’s why farmers values 
and emotions are gets attached to them. We cared about your emotions and values. 
Today selling used tractor becomes much easier than before. Anybody who is wants to 
sell their used tractor and doesn’t know tractor resale price. For that TractorJunction 
lanched first-ever feature of used tractor valuation in India for your convenience.  
 

Have you made your mind to update your tractor by selling the old one? And you don’t 
have any idea about, how to calculate tractor resale value? Then you are at right place 
here on TractorJunction we provide you with a professional guide to know your true 
resale tractor price in your state. We are introducing an old tractor valuation calculator 
on TractorJunction for knowing your tractor price value. 
 

Are you facing problems in your used tractor valuation? 

  
When you decide to sell your used tractor you faced many difficulties in determining a 
resale tractor price. Used tractor prices vary in all circumstances. 
Following are some problems faced while calculating used tractor value. 
 

Dealer  
 

If you are going to sell your tractor through a dealer than you have to pay dealership 
costs like commission, advertisement and the profit for making the deal. From that, you 
may also face loss in selling your used tractor.  
 

Own calculations 
 

You know your tractor mileage, tyre condition, and other little details about tractor so 
you estimated the price of your used tractor. But you estimated it not perfectly sure 
about it. 
 



Exchange your tractor  
 
Are you going to exchange your tractor with a new tractor? Then you have to face many 
problems because of the dealership they all the time ready to make money. So, they 
don’t tell the original price of your tractor. 
 

So to save you from these problems TractorJunction launches old tractor valuation 
calculator segment from which you get the fair tractor price value of your used tractor.  
 

How to use a used tractor value calculator? 

 

You don’t have to face the problem now because here on tractorjunction you can easily 
find out the value of your used tractor in just a few seconds. This facility provides free of 
cost to you. By paying nothing, enjoy the facility of used tractor valuation just sitting at 
home.  
 
You have to follow some easy steps that are as below.   
 

Go on used tractor valuation- Firstly you have to go on used tractor valuation at 
TractorJunction. 
 

Select brand- After that, you have to select the brand of your tractor.  
 
Select model number- Then select the model number of your tractor. 
 

Select state- Then you have to select a state from where you are from.  
 

Select owners- Select owner which owner you are i.e. 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and above. 
 

Select Year- Then select the year in which you purchased your tractor. 
 

Select tyre condition- And select tyre condition in % of your tractor.   
 

Fill Name and Mobile Number- Now you have to fill your name and mobile number in 
the form.  
 

Get Valuation- At last, you have to go on Get Valuation then you get the price of your 
used tractor.  

https://www.tractorjunction.com/used-tractor-valuation/


 

By following these simple steps you get your used tractor value. Without paying any 
charges you get this awesome facility on TractorJunction. 
 

Used Tractor Valuation gives you a clear cut idea about your used tractor price. Now 
you don’t have to go anywhere to know your used tractor price because on 
TractorJunction you get a fair value of your tractor in just a few seconds.  
 

On TractorJunction, you are getting a new feature called Used Tractor Valuation on 
which you find the true value of your used tractor from sitting at home and you can also 
easily sale your tractor on TractorJunction. 
Further updates like this stay tuned with TractorJunction.   
 

https://www.tractorjunction.com/
https://www.tractorjunction.com/sell-used-tractor/

